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Powder snow avalanches (PSAs) can be hundreds of metres high and descend at 
astonishing speeds. This review paints a composite picture of PSAs from data acquired 
at the Vallée de la Sionne test site in Switzerland, including time-histories of snow cover 
thickness from buried Radar and, at several elevations on a pylon, impact pressures from 
load cells, air pressure, particle velocity from optical sensors, and cloud density and particle 
cluster size from capacitance probes. PSAs feature distinct flow regions with stratification 
in mean density. At the head, highly fluctuating impact pressures weaken with elevation, 
while vertical velocity profiles evolve rapidly along the flow, suggesting that surface snow 
layers of light, cold, cohesionless snow erupt into a turbulent, inhomogeneous, recirculating 
frontal cloud region. For hundreds of metres behind the head, cloud stratification sharpens 
with the deposition of suspended cloud particles, while a denser basal flow of increasing 
thickness forms as deeper, warmer and heavier parts of the weakened snow cover are 
entrained. Toward the tail, vertical velocity profiles are more uniform, impact pressures 
become lower and steadier as the flow becomes thinner, and snow pack entrainment is 
negligible.

© 2014 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

r é s u m é

Les avalanches en aérosol peuvent atteindre plusieurs centaines de mètres de hauteur et 
dévaler à des vitesses étonnantes. Cette revue peint une image générique de ces avalanches 
à partir de données obtenues sur le site de la vallée de la Sionne, en Suisse. Ces données 
incluent l’épaisseur du manteau neigeux en fonction du temps, observée par un radar 
enfoui et, à plusieurs hauteurs sur un pylône, des pressions d’impact provenant de cellules 
de charge, des mesures de pression de l’air, des vitesses de particules par l’intermédiaire 
de capteurs optiques et, enfin, la densité de l’aérosol et la taille de ses amas, par une sonde 
à capacité. Les avalanches en aérosol comprennent des zones distinctes, avec stratification 
de la densité moyenne. À leur front, les pressions d’impact fluctuent, mais s’affaiblissent 
avec la hauteur, alors que les profils verticaux de vitesse évoluent rapidement le long 
de l’écoulement. Ceci suggère que des couches de neige légère, froide et sans cohésion 
font éruption en créant une région frontale turbulente, hétérogène et recirculante. Sur 
des centaines de mètres derrière le front, la stratification de l’aérosol s’accroît avec la 
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déposition de particules suspendues. Un écoulement de surface à épaisseur croissante 
s’établit alors, tandis que des éléments plus chauds et plus profonds du manteau neigeux 
sont entraînés. Vers la queue de l’avalanche, les profils verticaux s’uniformisent, la pression 
d’impact et ses fluctuations diminuent, alors que l’écoulement s’affine et que l’érosion du 
manteau neigeux devient négligeable.

© 2014 Académie des sciences. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Powder snow avalanches (PSAs) are destructive flows as high as 200 m descending at frontal speeds of up to 100 m s−1. 
Dry snow PSAs typically develop a dilute frontal region feeding an energetic turbulent suspension, and visibly feature a slow 
sedimenting cloud trailing far behind. They typically originate from a dense flow, which remains hidden and travels behind 
the front, thus evoking the term “mixed” PSAs. In the literature [1–4], there is not currently a unified view of the structure 
and behaviour of PSAs, mainly because of a lack of experimental information.

In this review, we combine recent measurements obtained from several events at the Vallée de la Sionne (VdlS) test site 
to paint a synoptic picture of a mixed PSA. We devote sections to insights that each instrument provides, and we synthesize 
a generic description illustrated by cartoons of the flow.

2. Field data

The limited optical depth of PSAs and their destructive power severely constrain measurement techniques. While video 
imaging can delineate their outline [5], peering inside the avalanche requires microwave apparatus [6–8] or robust instru-
ments attached to an invasive pylon [9,10]. There are few facilities in the world that can record snow pack entrainment [11], 
air pressure [12,13], cloud height and speed [5,14], impact pressure [15–18] and cloud density [19,20]. However, all these 
measurements can be performed at the VdlS simultaneously. Because every avalanche may follow a different path, it is 
difficult to place instruments at an optimum location or to compare signals from separate events. Nonetheless, it is possible 
to paint a synoptic picture of mixed PSAs from available data.

Instruments mentioned in this review include Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) Radar buried in the 
ground (snow cover thickness) [6,11], and probes deployed on the oval-shaped, 20 m-tall steel pylon shown in Fig. 1, 
including load cells (impact pressure) [21,22], optical fiber sensors (velocity) [9,23], a Pitot probe (air pressure) at 10 m 
elevation over hard ground [12], and capacitance probes (snow density and cluster size) [24]. The pylon also carried flow 
depth sensors between 0.25 m and 7.5 m.

Figs. 3 and 5 to 7 feature cartoons drawn with exaggerated elevation to illustrate flow and snow cover structure. They 
are matched with actual signals, converted from time to distance using measurements of local mean flow velocity [9]. The 
cartoons delineate five numbered regions with distinct behavior, illustrated with composite data from different PSAs.

3. Experimental data

3.1. Air pressure

Conventional sensors measuring air speed, such as hot-wire or ultrasonic anemometers, are either too fragile or unreli-
able in PSAs. However, a Pitot probe is strong enough to generate useful data [12,26,27]. The VdlS pylon supported a probe 
with one transducer averaging pressure over several holes. It recorded pa = p − p0 − (13/64)ρu2, where p and u are local 
air static pressure and flow speed, ρ is mean suspension density, and p0 is background atmospheric pressure.

Outside a PSA, air is subject to a potential flow, except in a thin layer above the snow cover and in a relatively narrow 
wake. There, as the inset in Fig. 2 illustrates, the flow may be approximately described by a dipole, yielding a static pressure 
in excess of the ambient in frontal region A. Further back and to the side, static pressure is below ambient in region B. 
Eventually, far from the front but close to the top or side of the PSA, pressure fluctuates in the turbulent wake [25,28,29].

If the PSA passes straight over the pylon (bottom Fig. 2), the signal in region A reaches a maximum as its nose hits the 
sensor. Pressure then drops linearly as the pylon is swept by region 2, sinking deeply below ambient and betraying the 
presence of large-scale recirculation within the head; further back, the signal then turns turbulent.

PSA size and speed can be estimated from measurements in regions A and B, i.e. before the avalanche hits the 
pylon. Inside the PSA, pressure and its fluctuations reveal the existence of coherent structures, such as large-scale vor-
tices, and intense turbulence. In the head, mean velocity can be higher than the front velocity uf [25,30,31], sug-
gesting that forces on a structure may rise to levels greater than what a calculation based on uf alone might pre-
dict.
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Fig. 1. (Color online.) The 20 m-high VdlS instrumented pylon. Left: overview. Centre: optical sensors, capacitance probes and close-up of an impact load 
cell. Right: air pressure Pitot probe and a high frequency load cell. Vertical scale is shown.

Fig. 2. Upper panel: Air pressure pa (Pa) measured in and around a PSA on January 19, 2004 mostly passing to the side of the pylon vs time t (s). The 
dark line shows the dipole fit and t = 0 corresponds to the front of the avalanche being level with the pylon. It is unclear when the sensor entered the 
avalanche. Lower panel: Air pressure measurement from another PSA on January 19, 2004 passing nearly straight over the pylon. t = 0 corresponds to its 
arrival at the pylon. The inset illustrates the three pressure regions for the flow over a semi-circle [25]. Region A has pressure above ambient; region B has 
pressure below (i.e. a negative “gauge pressure”); the flow is separated in region C. The line between regions A and B is exact, whereas the line between B 
and C is figurative since the separation point can change.

3.2. Snow entrainment

Snow pack entrainment is crucial to the dynamics of PSAs. Without it, air mixed at their outer interface would rapidly 
dilute the suspension, quenching turbulence intensity, decelerating the flow, and sedimenting particles. At the VdlS, PSAs 
pick up from one to twelve times their initial release mass, or a factor of four on average. The bulk of this erosion occurs 
just behind the front with entrainment rates as high as 350 kg m−2 s−1 [11]. Snow may be directly ejected into the powder 
cloud through large mean pore pressure gradients induced by the flow within the underlying porous snow cover [12,28,34], 
or entrained at the surface by turbulent fluctuations.

Fig. 3 shows signals from one of six FMCW Radar [6] installed at the VdlS. Although interpretation remains qualitative, 
the corresponding time-history offers insight on entrainment location and rate [11]. At the front (region 1), the PSA produces 
rapid lifting of the snow cover that is more reminiscent of an eruption than a gradual erosion. The weakened snow cover 
then gets further entrained by subsequent denser slides as far as ∼ 100 m behind the front (region 3) [8].

Although no instruments were positioned in the VdlS starting zone, videos reveal that PSAs typically begin as a dense 
flow after release across a wide slab. As the resulting slide descends, it grows, accelerates and gradually incorporates more 
material. When it reaches a sufficient speed, particles are launched on high ballistic trajectories while air turbulent eddies 
scour further material from the surface, thus turning the slide into a mixed PSA. At this point, the dilute front (region 1) 
usually travels ahead of a denser slide.
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) Upper panel: cartoon schematic of a mixed PSA entraining a generic layered snow cover, with numbered and lettered regions men-
tioned in the text. Lower panel: composite FMCW Radar signal time-history of a PSA on December 27, 1999, converted to elevation h in m. The time scale 
in the early signal is magnified. Horizontal lines in the signal on the left reveal stratigraphic variations of the snow cover before passage of the front, with 
heavier color indicating denser or wetter layers. The dashed orange line marks the estimated elevation of the remaining stable snowpack. An inset shows 
a FMCW signal from a similar PSA suggesting the formation of roll-waves in region 3, of a kind pictured on the right. The avalanche entrains large parts of 
the snow cover in the head region by step-wise, abrupt snow eruptions. Between these eruptions, scraping of snow from the sliding surface (basal erosion) 
is small and cannot be discerned in the FMCW signal.

Fig. 4. (Color online.) Left panel: mixed PSA artificially released at the VdlS test site. Right panel: deposited granules formed in a dense flow after entrain-
ment of snow typically at −1 to 0 °C [32,33]. A glove shows scale.

PSAs typically involve dry, cohesionless snow. However, they may also coexist with wet snow avalanches if the pack 
changes from dry to wet along their path. Generally, variability of snow entrainment into PSAs arises from an inherent 
diversity in stratigraphy of the snow pack (density, temperature, water content) [35].

Because snow sintering depends on temperature and load [36], the considerable forces that a PSA induces within the 
snow cover can determine whether the entrained material forms granules or maintains its original fine-grained morphology. 
Similarly, because freshly-deposited surface snow is cold, its ability to sinter is limited, and it may be brought into suspen-
sion more easily. In contrast, warmer snow near the ground at −1 to 0 °C might rapidly sinter into larger granules [32]
(Fig. 4). In general, a cold and light snow cover typically fluidises [29,34], while warmer, wetter or more cohesive snow may 
form a denser core behind the front [11].

PSAs dwindle once they can no longer entrain fresh snow. Without it, their suspension density drops as they engulf air 
at the interface. Turbulence intensity decays and particles settle, sharpening the density stratification. This decline occurs 
mostly in a widening runout zone, or upslope if the erodible snow supply disappears.

3.3. Density and its fluctuations

Fig. 5 shows instantaneous snow density recorded with capacitance instruments attached to the pylon. With proper 
calibration for the VdlS basin [24], these probes detect how much material resides in their measurement volume ∼ 1 cm3. 
Because snow is not distributed homogeneously and because their response is not linear with density, signal interpretation 
is not straightforward. However, exploiting their relatively fast 7.5 kHz bandwidth, one may inspect signal fluctuations and 
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) Measurements of density ρ (kg m−3) in a relatively small PSA on December 6, 2010 with a capacitance probe at 2.7 m elevation 
above hard ground. Regions, see Fig. 3. The apparent baseline ∼ 50 kg m−3 of the right signal from region 4 may be due to persistent snow accumulation 
on the probe face. Distances estimated from local speed and time scales are shown in blue and red, respectively.

Fig. 6. (Color online.) Typical profiles of mean velocity ū (m s−1) vs elevation h (m) from cross-correlating optical probe signals as regions 1 to 4 of the PSA 
on March 3, 2006 traverse the pylon. Vertical dashed lines indicate the estimated avalanche front velocity uf . Cross-hatching represents depth of the snow 
pack.

discern whether these are produced by a homogeneous suspension, a particle cluster, or an aggregate. For example, denser 
aggregates create a relatively tall peak of duration combining their size and speed.

As Fig. 5 illustrates, the mean density increases from regions 1 to 3. At the front (region 1), it is typically � 10 kg m−3, 
consistent with a dilute suspension of fine-grained snow and theoretical predictions [28]. In clouds with larger mean density, 
region 1 occasionally experiences short bursts of higher density, perhaps produced by suspended remnants of the snow 
pack fracturing process. Behind the relatively dilute front, region 2 has higher average density and wider fluctuations. There, 
turbulence occurs on an increasing scale [37], and likely incorporates particle clusters of higher local concentration [10,
38]. In region 3, density oscillates around a higher average, which is typical of denser slides [24]. Finally, in region 4, the 
capacitance probe may experience intermittent peaks produced by well formed granules of various sizes flowing by the 
sensor.

3.4. Velocity profiles

Velocity profiles, velocity fluctuations and strain rates are inferred by cross-correlating optical backscattering signals [19,
39,40]. On the VdlS pylon, sensors with 20 kHz bandwidth are located from the base of the mast up to a height of 6 m 
with a vertical spacing of 125 mm. Fig. 6 refers to an older configuration with sensors installed at 2, 3, 4 and 5 m above 
ground. Meanwhile, frontal speed is independently measured by videogrammetry [5,41] or radar [8] located in the bunker.

Fig. 6 shows measurements in a small powder avalanche [9,23]. The highest speeds are found in region 1. There, the ve-
locity near the base is lower than the front speed uf (marked by a vertical dashed line), and the velocity gradient reverses 
direction toward higher elevations. The resulting strain rate implies a flow recirculation along the air–cloud interface (clock-
wise in Fig. 6) and in the opposite direction near the base. Within experimental errors, the measurements also suggest that 
the peak streamwise velocity in region 1 may exceed the frontal speed. This is consistent with air pressure measurements in 
Section 3.1, which implied the presence of large vortices. The resulting high speeds may also contribute to material eruption 
mentioned in Section 3.2.
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Fig. 7. (Color online.) Typical impact pressures pI (kPa) in the PSA of Fig. 6 from three load cells positioned at 2.5 m, 3.5 m, and 4.5 m, from bottom to top. 
Note the different scales: impact pressures are lower in region 1, rise in region 2, and gradually decrease in region 4. Time and distances evaluated as in 
Fig. 5.

Table 1
Typical parameters of a large PSA at VdlS. (Ranges may be wider for all possible PSAs). u/uf are estimates of instantaneous downslope velocity relative 
to the front velocity, as suggested by the magnitude of static pressure fluctuations in Fig. 2, and by mean velocities shown in Fig. 6. Regions A, B and C 
surround the PSA and are devoid of snow. Air density is represented by 1 kg m−3.

Regions A B C 1 2 3 4 5

Units Laminar 
overpressure

Laminar 
underpressure

Turbulent 
wake

Dilute 
front

Energetic 
suspension

Dense core Dense tail Powder 
cloud

density kg m−3 1 1 1 1–30 1–300 250–400 350–500 1–2
u/uf · 0–1 1–2 0–1 0–3 0.5–2 0.5 0.2 0.1
pa kPa 0–2 −2–0 ±2 0–2 0–1 ±0.1 ±0.1 0–0.5
pI kPa 0 0 0 1–100 50–1000 50–400 50–400 0

In region 2, the vertical velocity profile becomes more uniform and is everywhere lower than the front speed. In region 3, 
velocities high on the mast remain as large as in region 2, but are considerably smaller below, suggesting the presence of 
a relatively thick (1–3 m) highly sheared dense flow. Finally, speed drops substantially towards the tail (region 4) and the 
flow behaves as a slowing granular material with smaller shear rate.

3.5. Impact pressure

Piezoelectric load cells of 10 cm diameter are installed on the uphill face of the pylon to record impact pressure every 
metre from 0.5 m to 5.5 m above hard ground (Fig. 1) [21,22]. Fig. 7 shows signals from a relatively small PSA. The peak 
pressures here are two to three orders of magnitude larger than the air pressure measurements (Section 3.1) reflecting the 
much larger density of snow compared to air. In region 1, impact pressure is low and typical of a dilute stratified flow [9]. 
It consists of impulses lasting ∼ 10 ms, which correspond to the collision of individual blocks of snow (for example a 0.1 m 
block moving at 10 m s−1 produces a signal of ∼ 10 ms). The duration and intensity increases toward the base of the flow. 
In regions 2 and 3, the bursts become more intense but gradually coalesce into a steadier signal toward the base, which 
is characteristic of a layered, energetic flow [9]. Finally, the signal becomes steadier toward the end of region 3, and its 
magnitude gradually decreases as this dense flow slows down in region 4.

4. Overview

Figs. 2–3 and 5–7 present composite cartoons of distinct regions in a generic, fully developed, mixed PSA. In regions A, 
B and C, clear ambient air initially at rest is pushed aside by the incoming PSA. At the front (region 1), flow-induced pore 
pressure gradients and surface shear stresses directly entrain snow from the porous snow pack. Turbulent mixing keeps the 
snow in suspension, but is counteracted by particle sedimentation. The balance between turbulence, sedimentation and air 
entrainment at the upper surface determines the strength of the density stratification [42,43].

Region 2 features a heterogeneous and energetic suspension of snow particles. It is either fed from region 1 or by the 
erupting snow pack, and it possibly supports the presence of a few large clusters or aggregates. Below, the weakened snow 
cover is mobilized as a denser region 3 about 100 m behind the front, rapidly sliding near the ground, but typically unable 
to catch up with the front, as it is significantly slowed by basal drag. On occasion, the FMCW signal in region 3 [44] exhibits 
oscillations resembling roll waves, which Hopfinger [1] postulated may be associated with inception of the powder cloud. 
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The tail of the denser avalanche of region 3 then gradually slows down as region 4. As dense sheared granular flows, 
regions 3 and 4 are likely where aggregates detected by capacitance instruments form (Fig. 5).

There are few measurements in region 5 beside videogrammetry [45]. However, this region likely consists of a nearly-
arrested sedimenting suspension cloud produced by the decaying turbulence from region 2 and growing by further air 
entrainment at the interface [46,47]. Unlike regions 1 and 2, because this cloud is no longer supplied with material from 
the snow cover, its behavior has greater kinship with lock-exchange gravity currents [48–51].

The most dangerous parts of the flow are regions 2 and 3 [9,21], where impact pressures can reach sufficient levels to 
destroy wood and brick structures (12–24 kPa and 25–45 kPa, respectively), level mature forests (∼100 kPa), or displace 
large rocks (>200 kPa). The more dilute region 1 also packs enough kinetic energy to damage tall objects such as tree tops 
or utility poles [52], break windows (2–4 kPa), or weaken doors, walls and roofs (3–6 kPa).

Because traditional gravity currents possess high Reynolds numbers, they are barely affected by basal drag, and thus they 
can propagate large distances over flat surfaces, and even climb uphill. Their dynamics are determined by an ability to keep 
snow in suspension while converting potential to kinetic energy [50]. They can only conserve or lose overall weight (called 
“buoyancy” in the literature). In contrast, PSAs dramatically increase their overall weight through rapid particle entrainment, 
thus giving them the rather different behaviour of an “eruption current” [29].

5. Outlook and future directions

Direct observations in PSAs have become more common in recent years, but remain limited and difficult to achieve. 
Point measurements like those at the pylon are useful where the flow varies slowly, but their interpretation becomes 
more challenging if the PSA evolves more rapidly. Occasionally, PSAs die near the pylon, revealing mechanisms during the 
deposition phase. Generally, data on the initial phases of avalanche motion and the formation of the powder cloud are 
lacking. Although information presented here begins to construct a picture of entrainment and mixing, new observations of 
air pressure, mixture density and air velocity will lead to a better understanding of PSAs, from which further models can be 
tested.
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